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Viscoelastic behaviour of a disk-like thermotropic nematic phase

( ND ) versus temperature

N. DERBEL, T. OTHMAN* and A. GHARBI

Laboratoire de Physique des Cristaux Liquides et des Polymeres,
FaculteÂ des Sciences de Tunis, Campus Universitaire, Le Belvedere 1060, Tunisia

(Received 11 February 1998; accepted 9 March 1998 )

We have investigated h̀exa-n-alcanoyloxytruxene’ HATXC9H19 which exhibits a disk-like
thermotropic nematic phase between 65 and 84 ß C. Using a light-beating technique we have
measured the orientational di� usivities D twist and Dbend for several temperatures, which
correspond respectively to twist and bend deformations. Dtwist increases monotonically as
temperature increases, while Dbend remains constant. This result means that the curvature
elastic constant K22 changes more rapidly than the viscosity gtwist , while K33 and gbend change
in the same ratio. This means also that in the discotic thermotropic nematic phase, when
temperature increases the e� ective hydrodynamic object, in orientational ¯ uctuation, changes
shape to be disk-like rather than rod-like.

1. Introduction for which the authors measured Dsplay and D twist by
In a nematic liquid crystal, the spontaneous alignment the light-beating technique. They found a divergence

of molecular orientation is probably the most charac- between these two constants. For Dbend , they simply
teristic property of this phase. This orientational order anticipated that the back¯ ow e� ects must be very weak.
undergoes thermal ¯ uctuations about an equilibrium In previous work [8, 9], we used the light-beating
direction. Fluctuation amplitude is controlled by liquid technique to investigate the disk-like thermotropic
crystal elasticity [1]. Therefore, information about elastic nematic phase ND . We measured D splay , D twist and Dbend

properties can be deduced from amplitude measure- at a ® xed temperature. In spite of the di� erence between
ments, using light scattering to measure the intensity the geometrical shape of the two kinds of molecule the
and spectrum of the light scattered by the angular ratio Dsplay /D twist and Dbend /D twist for the ND phase
¯ uctuations of the director n [2± 9]. Consequently, one exhibited the same behaviour as for the NB phase. This
can, for instance, easily deduce orientational di� usivities result has been explained by the existence of a columnar
Dsplay , D twist and Dbend , which are associated respectively order which can be manifest in the packing of a few
with splay, twist and bend deformations. Then, an under- (~25) molecules to form relatively short columns of the
standing of liquid crystal viscous and elastic properties diameter of an individual disk. Each column would be
can be reached. equivalent to an individual rod in a conventional liquid

It is well known that for the rod-like nematic phase crystal. The existence of columnar order in the ND

(NB ) , D splay and D twist are of the same order of magni- phase is probably due to a strong correlation between
tude, while Dbend is larger. This di� erence is generally molecules, which is not the case for the discotic lyotropic
attributed to back¯ ow e� ects which reduce the bend nematic phase where disks seem to be less correlated.
viscosity relative to the twist viscosity. Based on these suppositions, one can expect for the

Contrary to the nematic phase NB , the disk-like disk-like thermotropic nematic phase a reduction of
nematic phase ND is constituted by ¯ at or nearly ¯ at correlation e� ects if temperature increases. So the visco-
molecules [10, 11]. In this phase the director n lies along elastic behaviour of the ND phase is expected to be
the molecular short axis. Based on the di� erence between similar to that of a disk-like lyotropic phase and not as
geometrical shapes of the two kinds of molecules (rod in the NB phase.
and disk), one can expect an exchange between splay In order to test these predictions, we have used
and bend distortions. The ® rst check of these predictions quasi-elastic light scattering to investigate a disk-like
was made on a disk-like nematic lyotropic phase [12], thermotropic nematic phase for several temperatures,

and to measure the damping times corresponding to
each distortion mode.*Author for correspondence.
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In this section we recall some theoretical predictions 2. Experimental method

The material used here is h̀exa-n-alcanoyloxytruxene’for a nematic liquid crystal used in the present study. In
§ 2, we describe experimental methods: materials, technique (HATXC9H19 ) which exhibits a disk-like thermotropic

nematic phase (ND ) between 65 ß C and 84 ß C [11]. Theand scattering geometries. In § 3 we present measured
data along with a discussion and a comparison with thickness of the sample was adjusted with a mica spacer

to 60 mm. To obtain a good homeotropic orientationprevious results.
First let us choose a coordinate system in which the (n0 aligned normal to the plates), we used the same

orientation method as in [8].mean direction n0 lies along the z-axis and the scattering
wave vector q =k i Õ ks lies in the xz-plane (see ® gure 1). The sample temperature was maintained at any

desired value (to an accuracy of 0 1́ ß C) in the nematick i and ks are respectively the incident and scattered
wave vectors. e1 and e2 denote the two unit vectors lying phase range by means of an electric oven. It was

measured by means of a thermistor probe near the glassrespectively along the x- and y-axis.
At a point r, the local director n position is dependent plates. The oven was then placed on a goniometer,

allowing us to change the incidence air angle (anglein the sample and may be expressed as:
between n0 and k i ). To illuminate the sample, we used a

n (r) =n0 + dn1 e1+ dn2 e2 (1 )
10 mW He± Ne laser whose polarization was selected as
ordinary by means of a linear polarizer placed in frontwhere the mode dn1 is a combination of bend and splay

deformations, and the mode dn2 is a combination of of the sample. The scattered light which was polarized
extraordinary by an analyser, was detected along thebend and twist deformations.

At a ® xed q, the relaxation rate C i corresponding to direction k s by a cooled S20 photomultiplier (PM). The
PM was ® xed on a rotatable arm which could be rotatedeach mode is proportional to q

2 and can be given by
the following expression: around the vertical goniometer axis. After ampli® cation,

the photocurrent i ( t ) was sent to a 64 channel digital
C i= ( 1/gi ) (K iiq

2
)+ K33 q

2
// ) (2 )

correlator to be analysed. The experimental auto-
correlation function C i ( t ) was sent to a computer to bewhere i denotes the mode of ¯ uctuation of dn parallel

(i=1) or normal (i=2) to the (q, n0 ) plane. K11 , K22 adjusted against a theoretical model. Note that in the
absence of multiple scattering C i ( t ) can be expressed as:and K33 are the Frank elastic constants associated

with splay, twist and bend deformations, respectively;
C i ( t) = (I0 + Is )

2+ I
2
s exp (Õ 2t/t) + I0 Is exp (Õ t/t)

g1 (q ) and g2 (q ) are the viscosities attributed to modes 1
and 2; q) and q// are the perpendicular and parallel (3)
components of the wavevector q with respect to n0 . Note

where I0 is the intensity of the light scattered by athat, according to equation (2) and from an appro-
local oscillator in a heterodyne regime detection, and Ispriate choice of scattering geometries, one can deduce
is the intensity of light scattered by mode ¯ uctuations.separately Dsplay=K11 /gsplay , D twist=K22 /gtwist and
t=1/Dq

2 is the damping time, where D is the orientationalDbend =K33 /gbend , which are respectively the splay, twist
di� usivity.and bend orientational di� usivities.

To measure the damping time associated with pure
twist deformations, we chose the scattering geometry in
which the incident and scattering angles are equal in air
and the wavevectors k i and ks are symmetric normal to
the glass plates. The incident and scattered polarization
are ordinary and extraordinary respectively (o, e) [see
® gure 2 (a)]. In this case, the wavevector q is closely
perpendicular to n0 .

For each temperature selected in the range 66± 83 ß C
in which we made measurements, we changed the air
angle aa between k i and n0 from 0ß to 20ß . So the damping
time corresponding to twist deformations is derived from
a ® tting of the experimental auto-correlation function
with the following theoretical model:

Figure 1. Fluctuation modes. The dn1 mode which is in the
C th ( t) =A exp (Õ 2t/t) + B exp (Õ t/t) + C (4 )(q, n0 ) plane is a combination of the bend and splay

deformation. The dn2 mode which is perpendicular to
where A , B and t are the parameters to be adjusted andthe (q, n0 ) plane is a combination of bend and twist

deformation. n0 is the equilibrium direction. C is the baseline which is ® xed to the measured value.
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563V iscoelastic behaviour of a disc-like nematic

transmitted or re¯ ected beam, because re¯ ection and
refraction across the plates containing the sample con-
serve the tangential components of light wavevectors
along this interface [7]. Note that in our case and
for each selected temperature, we have analysed the
scattered light centred on the re¯ ected beam. So for each
incident angle aa , we selected the scattering angle to be
equal to ba=p Õ aa [see ® gure 2 (b)]. As in the case of
twist deformation, the damping time associated with bend
deformation modes is deduced from an adjustment of
the experimental autocorrelation function C i ( t ) against
the theoretical model formed by two exponential functions.

3. Results and discussion

We plot in ® gure 3, for each temperature selected in the
range (66 ± 83 ß C), the measured decay rate C2=D twistq

2
)

versus q2
). Clearly, at a ® xed q) (or ® xed aa ), C2 increases

when the temperature increases from 66 to 83 ß C. For
instance, at aa=7 ß , C2 increases from 1 5́2 to 5 1́0 s Õ

1,
at aa=15 ß , from 6 9́ to 33 3́3 s Õ

1, at aa=19 ß , from 12 4́0
to 46 0́0 s Õ

1. Figure 3 shows also that for each temper-
ature experimental data are well ® tted with a straight
line. The corresponding slope gives the orientational

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Scattering geometry in air: k i = incoming di� usivity D twist.
wave vector; ks=scattering wave vector; q =k i Õ ks . We plot in ® gure 4 D twist versus temperature. D twist
Depolarized scattering associated to twist deformations increases monotonically with temperature, a behaviour
(mode 2). (b) Scattering geometry: q

opt and Q
opt corre-

which is habitually observed in rod-like nematic phasesspond respectively to forward and backward scattering;
[13]. This result means that for the temperature rangek i and ks are the incoming and scattering wave vector,

respectively; z is the optical axis investigated the viscosity gtwist decreases more rapidly
than the curvature elastic constant K22 as temperature
increases. Note that in principle this result can beFor pure bend deformations, we adopted the scattering

geometry presented in ® gure 2 (b), in which the wave- con® rmed by direct measurement of the elastic constant
versus temperature, for example by the FreÂ ederickszvector q is kept parallel to n0 . So the light scattered

when it exits must be centred outside the sample on the transition method, for planar orientation. In this way,

Figure 3. Decay rates 1/t versus
q

2
) corresponding to twist

deformation: ( D ) T =66 ß C;
({ ) T =73 ß C; (Ö ) T =76 5́ß C;
(+) T =78 5́ß C; ( * ) T =81 ß C;
( E ) T =83 ß C.
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564 N. Derbel et al.

Figure 4. Orientational di� usivity
Dtwist versus temperature.

several attempts were made to orient our sample ature, data are ® tted with a straight line. The slope gives
the bend orientational di� usivity Dbend . In ® gure 6 weplanarly, but we did not obtain satisfactory results. So

our discussion concerning twist deformations is limited plot Dbend versus temperature; in spite of experimental
uncertainties, one can deduce that Dbend remains con-to the ratio K22 /gtwist.

Concerning bend deformations, we have analysed stant in the studied temperature range. So, following
the bend orientational di� usivity expression, Dbend=the scattered light centred on the re¯ ected beam. The

corresponding autocorrelation function is adjusted K33 /gbend , one can deduce that when the temperature
changes, K33 and gbend change in the same ratio. Thiswith a theoretical model with two exponential functions.

The damping time deduced from this adjustment corre- result allows us to deduce that the ratio Dbend /D twist

decreases when the temperature increases, a result foundsponds to bend deformation modes. In ® gure 5, for each
temperature selected in the range (66± 83 ß C) we plot in the disk-like lyotropic nematic phase [12], where

the e� ective hydrodynamic object is a disk and not athe measured decay rates C2=Dbend q
2
// versus q2

// . C2

increases monotonically with q2
// (or aa ). For each temper- rod. This result can also be explained by a reduction of

Figure 5. Decay rates 1/t versus
q

2
// corresponding to bend

deformation: ( E ) T =68 ß C;
( * ) T =70 4́ß C; ({ ) T =75 ß C;
(Ö ) T =78 ß C; (+) T =83 2́ß C.
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565V iscoelastic behaviour of a disc-like nematic

to twist and bend deformations. D twist increases mono-
tonically as temperature increases, while Dbend remains
constant. As a result, as temperature increases, the ratio
Dbend /D twist decreases; consequently, there is reduction
of divergence between Dbend and D twist . Thus the disk-
like thermotropic nematic phase exhibits the same visco-
elastic behaviour as the disk-like lyotropic nematic
phase. This result means also that as temperature
increases the e� ective hydrodynamic object tends to be
a disk and not a rod. Thus correlations between discotic
molecules decrease as temperature increases. It would
be of interest to test this result by X-ray di� raction or
by independent measurements of curvature elastic
constants and viscosity coe� cients.
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